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It’s easy to click – ANSWERS  
 
 

 

 

1. Match them up!  

Match the words with the definitions.  

to browse   to have control of something 

to discover  to speak honestly 

bizarre  to look at different things online 

to delete  very strange and unusual 

to be in charge  very angry 

to tell the truth  to find out about or learn something 

mad  pleased and happy 

glad  to remove something, for example a picture or words 

 
 

 

 

2. Fill it in!  

Listen to the poem. Write the missing words in the sentences.  

glad easy angry world strong picture afraid fair 

a. It’s          easy           to click when you’re browsing. 

b. The                      world                      is there to discover. 

c. You click on a link and it opens a                    picture                    . 

d. It’s just not                        fair                        . 

e. Don’t be                     afraid                     . 

f. To tell the truth shows you’re                     strong                    . 

g. You think they’ll be                      angry                     . 

h. They’ll be                       glad                        that you told them. 
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3. What’s the order?  

Think about the poem. Put the words in the correct order.  

a. know People you are don’t online. who always 

  People don’t always know who you are online.                               

b. discover online. funny We can things and cool 

   We can discover funny and cool things online.                                                                                                          

c. open. the pictures delete you always You can’t 

   You can’t always delete the pictures you open.                                                                                                       

d. you pictures Some bad can give feeling. a 

   Some pictures can give you a bad feeling.                                                                                                                  

e. something You tell is wrong. if should your parents 

   You should tell your parents if something is wrong.                                                                                               

f. are to tell scared truth. we Sometimes the 

   Sometimes we are scared to tell the truth.                                                                                                                

 
 
 

 

 

4. Match them up!  

Listen to the poem. Match the words that rhyme, for example are and bizarre.  

there  bad 

wrong  knew 

mad  fair 

easy  think 

link  funny 

you  strong 
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5. Write and draw!  

Children draw a picture and write about what they do online.  
 


